2016 Library Usage Survey

Distribution of users regarding library usage:

- 50% - users who use the library for research
- 30% - students
- 15% - faculty members
- 5% - other users

Science fields our readers are interested in:
- Religious/Mythology
- Astronomy
- Philosophy
- Psychology
- History
- Linguistics
- Personal History

Readers' preferences on demand formats:

- 95% - physical books
- 90% - e-books
- 80% - audio books

How satisfied our readers are with...
- The lending service: 98%
- The speed of book return: 86%
- The opening hours of the library: 60%
- The availability and accessibility of online databases: 93%
- The number of books: 92%
- The number of book shelves: 82%

Would our readers recommend the services of the library to others?
- 99% - would recommend

Other libraries our users visit:
- FSZEK
- OSZK
- EGYETEMI KÖNYVTÁR

https://fidesze.hu